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have somehow failed to hold the mirror up to South America,
Perhaps the mirror was too small. Perhaps the sitter would
not stay still long enough to have her portrait taken. Or
possibly the Muses were exhausted by the first splendid
effort which inspired Hakluyt's traveller to his tale of
" another rich nation, that sprinkled their bodies with the
poulder of golde, and seemed to be guilt, and farre beyond
them a great towne called El Dorado/' That strikes the
authentic note of South American travel; and the note
holds as clearly now as when it sounded on the ear of Sir
Robert Duddeley, safe home in 1595 from the shoals called
Abreojos and the isle of Bermuda, " and farre beyond them
a great towne called El Dorado." That fairyland is still
our goal, as the ship begins to lift a little to the Channel
and the last gulls wheel home for England. For however
industriously we stuff ourselves with Consular reports and
figures about acreages under wheat or mileages of tram-lines
or cubic feet of gas supplied to happy townspeople or metric
tons of cereals spouted from elevators into the waiting
grain-ships, we are bound far beyond them all for " a great
towne called El Dorado/'
Unhappily the modern dialect of El Dorado is a shade
restricted. For it is mostly to be found in those secluded
pages of the morning paper which come after all the rest
and are most frequently (and sometimes a little prematurely)
abstracted for household purposes. Happy the continent
whose history is written in the City Column. But less
happy its historian, since he will find considerable difficulty
in assembling his material. Brief but authoritative (since
the notice convening the annual general meeting has been
read by the Secretary and the chair duly taken by the
Chairman), such statements paint a meagre portrait. For
the Muse of Throgmorton Street is a trifle stiff in the joints,
and her picture of South America is almost as inadequate
as those drawn by the more accomplished hands of literary
gentlemen. Indeed, it leaves one with a bewildered notion
that the Company's property is exceptionally rich in

